








































































Nos.99999.2253.txt
なＢぐ どｖ７ｏｋぐ~[2253] fols. 1r-51v: Ibn al-Ha'im  : Nuzhat al-nuzzar fi

ｓｎせｍ ず７ちｍｋぐ ｒｅ どΜＹ ず７Ｂｃｋぐilm al-ghubar  , also called Nuzhat al-hussab ( 
 ｓｎせｍ け７ＫＧｋぐ け７ＢＧあぐｒｅ どΜＹ づｑずＺＣ  al-ahbab ) fi ilm ( ta'rif ) al-hisab ) () ) 

け７ＫＧｋぐ ざずＬ  , with commentary ( sharh  ) by Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn 
じｌＧが なＢ じｌＧｌ なＢ じｌＧｌ のせｃｋぐ け７ｏＬ なｑじｋぐMuhammad al-Ghazzi Shihab al-Din  .-On Ibn 

al-Ha'im ( died 815/1412 ) and his Nuzhat al-nuzzar, an 
abridgement by the author of his introduction to arithmetic, 

げじＬずｌ けｋ７だｋぐ ｔｋぎ ｔｍＫが けｋ７だｌｋぐthe Murshidat al-talib ila asna al-matalib  , ?
GAL II 125 and S II 154. The author of the commentary ( 
completed 18 Sha'ban 947/18 December 1540 ) , al-Ghazzi 
Shihab al-Din ( died 983/1575 ) is not mentioned in our Ms.; 
he can be identified by a comparison with Ms. Berlin 5982 ( ?
the description by Ahlwardt ) . The Berlin Ms. no. 5982 ( in 
fact two copies ) is mentioned by Brockelmann ( GAL II 125 
no. 1c ) wrongly as a commentary on Ibn al-Ha'im, Murshidat 
al-talib. The commentary by Ghazzi is mentioned by 
Brockelmann only in a supplementary note in GAL S III 1258, 
l. 33f.; he refers to the Garrett collection ( Princeton ) : 
? the Catalogue by Mach, no. 4807 ( lists 5 mss. ) . The 
mentioned texts are still unedited. Our Ms. is incomplete at 
the beginning; according to a later note on the inside of the
front cover 3 folios are missing. -Ms. 122. -33 folios; 
15,3×21,2 cm; 21 lines; naskhi. Single words are written in 
capitals. Thick paper, in part water-stained and spotted. 
Pasteboard binding with red leather spine and frame; the 
outside of covers and flap are pasted with marbled paper. 
Copied in Rabi' I 1056/April 1646 by Ahmad Ibn Isa Ibn Qasim 
al-Shafi'i.-

じｏＺｌ ｐｅ７ｉＤｋぐ こ７Ｋぐずじｋぐぬ ｐｑｈずＬｋぐSource: http://ricasdb.ioc.u-tokyo.ac.jp -  - 
ｐＺｌ７Ｅ ぬｑｊぬだ な７Ｂ７ｑｋぐ -
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